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We are one of the leading motorcycling 
clothing distributors for some of the 
best known and best selling Café Racer 
inspired brands on the market. With 
distribution rights to the UK and/or  
prime European markets for many  
of the brands we represent.*
We pride ourselves in offering the  
highest customer service levels available 
to manufacturers and retailers.

Who is Dot4 Distribution?

Dot4 Distribution is a leading European 
distributor of fashion orientated 
protective motorcycle clothing for  
the café racer market.

Our objective is to introduce European 
bikers to new and exciting lines of 
motorcycle clothing that offers the 
highest levels of rider protection and 
comfort on and off the bike. Our teams 
ensure that quality styling combined with 
the advances in technology will satisfy the 
most demanding consumers.
 

Our aim is to lead the way in European 
motorcycle clothing innovation and 
distribution. Whether that’s through 
providing an unique alternative to  
Kevlar® based clothing (with Resurgence 
Gear’s Pekev® lining) or through the 
promotion of inspirational designers 
aiming to challenge the normal rules  
of motorcycle clothing.

In order to achieve this, our teams 
are always looking to source new 
manufacturers with world-class 
technology that ensure riders are safe  
and protected or help facilitate 
independent designers to establish 
themselves in Europe and in turn create 
an enviable distribution network of 
specialist retailers that sell some of best 
and innovative products on the market.

By taking advantage of new cloud 
based technologies, we provide one 
of the highest customer service levels 
available to retailers and manufacturers. 
This use of technology means that we 
can protect and improve the image of 
the motorcycle clothing brands that we 
represent and help delivery innovative 
sales and marketing approaches for both 
manufacturers and retailers.

*UK distributor for Blackbird, Crave, Garibaldi, Holy Freedom, MotoBailey, Oily Rag Clothing, Qwart and Resurgence Gear. 
  European distributor for Blackbird, Crave, MotoBailey, Oily Rag Clothing, Resurgence Gear and Roland Sands Design.

Resurgence Gear  
sponsors 
molifilm’s Oil in 
the Blood movie  
and provides  
gear support

A performance shorty street glove with classic styling. The Rourke 
Gloves by RSD have low-profile look and feel. The Rourke gloves 

feature a perforated top hand panel with unique padded ribbing 
details and a fit so fluid you will hardly notice you’re wearing them. 
Padded & perforated fingers and forchettes keep the hands from 
overheating and the hook & loop wrist closure keep them in place. 
Cowhide leather with 100% tricot lining. Pre-curved with flex ribbing. 
Cell touch capable. Padded finger knuckles. Velcro wrist closure. 
Colours: Black, Tobacco, Black/White. Sizes: S-3XL

RSD 
Rourke 
gloves

RSD 
Fresno 

boots
RSD’s take on a skate inspired high top with performance rider features and 

protection. Top Grain Cowhide Upper with reinforced heel cup, ankle, shank 
and toe box. Abrasion resistant shift pads. Hipora® waterproof membrane. RSD multi 
density “Cheater” Insole. Reflective lightning bolt. Waxed laces. Approved CE Certified 
EN13634:2015. Colours: Black, Brown, Black/Cream. Sizes: 8-13

This Garibaldi motorcycle leather jacket is made of 
an extra supple cowskin leather with a definitely 

retro look. It’s a buffalo oily timber  0,9-1 mm  thick 
yet super soft leather. The jacket is meant for the 
motorcyclist vintage lover and offers an awesome 
quality and enviable touch. It’s equipped with 
detachable CE homologated  YF® armours (black) 
and Powertector Hex® (brown) on both shoulders 
and elbows and a sleeveless detachable thermal 
inner lining for a better comfort over all the seasons. 
All in all, a perfect jacket to wear when riding any 
classic motorcycle. This garment is certified CE 
according to the 89/686/EEC Directive and the 
prEN17000-4:2017 standard. Colours: Black, Brown 
and Oxblood (Ladies only). Sizes: XS-XXXL

Resurgence Gear’s recently launched New Wave jeans use PEKEV® 
Ultra a new addition to the revolutionary Pekev® fabric range. A single 

layer cotton/Pekev® combination. Building on the strength of Pekev® 
and combining this with the best cotton threads, Resurgence Gear have 
created a single layer fabric that is extremely comfortable to wear yet 
has unique strength and abrasion properties. 
 
PEKEV® Ultra fabric has been internationally tested, excelling in safety, 
durability and usability. Combining this latest fabric technology with the 
best high street fashions, they have created another new standard of 
protection and comfort in motorcycle clothing. 
 
Features: With a CE level 2 abrasion rating, Pekev® Ultra is over 200% 
stronger than similar fabrics, making it 15 times stronger than carbon 
steel. A comfort stretch with integrated Elasteen fabric, these jeans are 
designed to have a longer lifespan compared to other brands by being 
durable against bleach, UV, heat dispersion, moisture, detergents, and 
ionic enzyme washing. They are sold with CE approved D30® T5 Evo X 
hip and knee armour, all armour pockets are fully adjustable. Colours: 
Blue. Sizes: Waist 30”-44”, leg 32” & 34”.

Resurgence  
Gear Launches  
single layer  
PEKEV® ULtra  
NEW WAVE Jeans

Garibaldi  
Bullrider  
heritage  
Jacket

A feature film documentary 
charting the rapidly growing 

global subculture movement of 
custom bike building. The last 
two years have witnessed an 
explosion in motorcycle culture.  
 
What began as swell soon 
gathered momentum, carrying 
with it a virtual portfolio of 
exemplary craftsmanship 
previously unseen by the 
masses. The scene is counter-
cultural, championed by 
many as a rejection of the big 
corporations. Through nostalgia 
tinted spectacles, it looks to the 
romance of motorcycling as a 
visceral, tactile pursuit, where 
bikers get their hands dirty, 
maintain and tune their own 
bikes, and need to have skills to 
ride a bike. This has grown as a 
grass-roots movement driven by 
people rather than corporations.  
 
Oil In The Blood will ask these 
questions to those who drive the 
culture – the builders, the riders, 
the artists, the photographers, the 
curators; the people who make 
the scene. It will explore the rich 
historical traditions that have 
collided and combined to create 
the phenomena, navigate the 
current creative landscape, and 
question what the future holds… 
 
Directed by:  
Gareth Maxwell Roberts   
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Make it 
your own!
Fully customisable, 
open or full face, range 
of colours, finishes and 
accessories.

The Qwart Phoenix (and Hemi) Standard helmets, 
innovatively leading change from the norm 
of motorcycle helmets. The first helmet with 
customisable interchangeable trims and linings.  
Take an allen key and make it your own.

With an array of different coloured accessories to 
replace the trims around the neck opening, visor 
aperture, air vents on both the helmet and chin 
guard, the full carbon fibre chin guard itself,  
different coloured suede or leather head linings 
and different smoked visors, the combination of 
customisation is endless.

• Full carbon fibre shell
• Matte carbon fibre finished shell
• Natural suede lining and cheek pads
• Stainless steel DD buckle
• 3 channel ventilation system
• Ultra light and low profile shell
• Weight: 1190 grams
•  Has 5 different coloured visors  

(sold as a separate accessory)
•  ECE 2205 (Road legal in Europe and the UK)
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Resurgence  
Gear  
Supported  
the first  
foundry  
in the field 
event



Sometimes the simple things give the greatest pleasures. 
Tom and Alex at Foundry Motorcycle in Chichester came 

up with what sounded like the perfect plan of hosting a 
special event near their workshop. They’d run BBQ at the 
shop several times, with customers and mates invited, but 
then they decided to bite the bullet and go for a full-on 
camping weekend, with bands, food, some artisan traders 
plus some oval track racing in the meadow next to the 
campsite. Sounded great, but when ticket sales didn’t live up 
to expectations they spat the bullet out and opted to invited 
everyone along for a low-key afternoon. After all, they had 
the field sorted so there could still be a bit of ‘racing’ action, 
topped off with a BBQ – and you know what, it was one of the 
best days out you could ask for. I’d just picked up an SCR950 
from Yamaha to test so my other half Helen hopped on the 
back and off we went Lincolnshire to Chichester. No big deal, 
except we had no way of carrying luggage so H got lumbered 
with a rucksack full of overnight kit. Built photographer Gary M 
had just picked up an Indian Scout Bobber to test and lashed 
his old military bags full of camera gear to the rear fender, 
then stuck the rucksack full of the really important kit on his 
back and set off from Kent to meet us at the gig.  

We arrived to find the racing paddock inside the grass oval 
populated with a great variety of bikes – dirt track-styled Ossas, 
BMW boxer twins, Enfield Bullets plus Foundry boss Tom 
Simpson’s young lad riding a little Fantic two-stroke (he only ever 
stopped for the bike to be refuelled). The racing was nothing 
too serious, with people just having fun on a variety of bikes on 
a bumpy grass oval. Some bikes were provided by Tom, some 
brought along by his mates – but not everyone was too fussed 
about riding. It was just great hanging out in the sunshine. Some 
of the adults outrode their talent which meant Tom and Alex spent 
a lot of time fixing bikes (how many clutch levers can you break in 
an afternoon of riding?) but the weather was absolutely perfect, 
the banter top class, and the food hit the spot. Perfect. Gary M 
set sail for Kent early evening, while H and I stopped overnight 
nearby before heading off to Shelsley Walsh the next day for the 
British Hillclimb Championship. It’s the oldest motorsport venue 
in the world (first meeting was held in August 1905 on the same 
1000-yard course that is used today), and there’s no more exciting 
motorsport than guys in cars with the power to weight ratio of F1 
machinery, catapulting up a narrow, twisty drive to someone’s 
manor house. It was a brilliantly British end to a great weekend. 
 
Reproduced courtesy of Gary Pinchin Editor of Built Magazine

Oily rag’s 
Monkey bike 
inspired  
tEE

“the weather was 
absolutely perfect,  
the banter top  
class, and the food  
hit the spot...” A tee showing Oily Rag’s Monkey bike build. These 

bikes are 70’s icons and Oily Rag have built one 
putting their spin on it and what a great little bike  
she has turned out to be. Tee: 100% organic cotton.
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Original bike



A selection of baseball and trucker caps with original Oily Rag designs.

A selected range of Oily Rag designs chosen and printed on to alloy plates. They 
are perfect for home or workshop decoration. They measure A4 (297x210mm) 
and come with pre-drilled holes. 
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ONE SIZE FITS ALL
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Gypsy Motorcycle Jacket

The Gypsy Jacket takes old-school cool up a notch with a 
modern take on retro styling. Fitted through the body with a 
longer quilted shaped back so there’s no lower back exposure. 
Gussets at the back armhole and stretch panels above the 
elbow allow ease of movement through the arms.

Features: 100% pebbled texture leather outer 1.2mm - 1.5mm 
thickness. Red satin lining with DuPont™ Kevlar® lining panels 
and removable CE-rated Level 1 shoulder, elbow and back 
armour. Press stud straps at sides for tailored adjustment. Two 
front YKK zippered pockets and inside zippered pocket
Stretch panel above the elbow. Quilted panels on the elbow 
and lower back. Gusset panels at back armhole and underarm 
gusset with eyelets for ventilation. Hidden back zipper air 
vents. Silver hardware.

Urban Tribe Motorcycle Jacket

Made from a 12oz waxed cotton canvas this women’s 
motorcycle jacket features elasticated sides and waist buckle 
adjustments for a comfortable fit. An embroidered stylised 
Thunderbird wraps around the back neck. Four zippered 
pockets and an inside pouch pocket make carrying all your 
necessities a breeze. Includes DuPont™ Kevlar® lining 
panels and CE approved armour for protection.

Features: 100% cotton canvas outer 12oz weight with 
100% polyester satin lining. Waxed and peached fabric 
finish. DuPont™ Kevlar® lining panels with removable 
CE-rated Level 1 shoulder, elbow and back armour. 
Buckle straps at waist for tailored adjustment. Elasticated 
side back panels. Four front YKK zippered pockets. Inside 
pouch pocket. Back Thunderbird embroidery wraps over 
shoulders to the front. Gunmetal hardware. 

Note. Model is 176cm tall and an Australian standard size 8 wearing an XS.

Glory Motorcycle Jacket

Reminiscent of old-school bomber jackets, our Glory 
Motorcycle Jacket ticks all the boxes for practicality. Made 
from a durable nylon exterior and lined in quilted soft 
pink satin this jacket will make the ride more comfortable 
on cooler days. The neck, cuff and hem all have stretch 
leather detail and behind the centre front gold YKK zip is 
a detailed placket to help keep the wind out. At the back, 
there are stretch panels around the armholes to make 
this jacket even more comfortable. There are two front 
flap pockets as well a small pocket on the sleeve and two 
zippered pockets on the inside. Includes full DuPont™ 
Kevlar® lining and CE approved armour.

Take us for the ride
Created for you 

and the road



Style Jacket 
Softshell fabric jacket, ideal for cold days. Jacket-
lining removable interior 2 in 1. With six exterior 
pockets and two interior pockets. Removable 
back protection pocket (Armour not included). 
Adjustable arms and waist. “Hipora” waterproof 
internal membrane. Reflective collar with hood 
inside. Reflective patches on the arms and neck. 
Protections in elbows and shoulders homologated 
CE “Flexishock”. Double YKK central zipper. 

Le Mans Jacket 
This jacket is made of premium leather. Removable 
2 in 1 inner lining. With four outer pockets and two 
inner pockets. Pocket for removable back protector 
(not included). Adjustable waist. “Hipora” waterproof 
internal membrane. Protections in elbows and 
shoulders homologated CE “Flexishock”. Double YKK 
central zipper.

Legend II Jacket 
The Legend II jacket is a perfect combination of 
biker and street style. A classic style, perfect for 
motorcycling and walking. Made with the best 
leather, great flexibility and designed for lovers of 
a classic style. Features: Jacket made of premium 
leather. Incorporates a hair collar to be used for cold 
days. Removable 2 in 1 inner lining. With six outer 
pockets and two inner pockets. Pocket for removable 
back protector (not included). Adjsutable waist 
and arms. “Hipora” waterproof internal membrane. 
Double YKK central zipper. Protections in elbows and 
shoulders homologated CE “Flexishock”.

Teneree II Venty Jacket 
The Teneree II Venty jacket is made with perforated 
mesh fabric and waxed cotton. Designed the jacket 
so that even on the hottest days you do not give up 
your protection when riding your bike. Features: 
Perforated mesh and waxed cotton fabric. Includes 
four exterior pockets and two interior pockets. 
Pocket for back protection (included). Protections in 
elbows and shoulders homologated CE “Flexishock”.
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Oily Rag Black Label Premium Collection.  
A selection of premium t-shirts with original Oily Rag designs. Custom 
made using a thicker, softer brushed cotton with a sturdy ribbed neck 
and hem tags.



RG Sherpa jackets  
Super comfortable 
with warm faux  
fur fleece lining 
perfect for cruising 
on a cool sunny 
winter day

RG  
dungarees
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Sherpa trucker style jacket with warm faux fur fleece 
lining. Features: Selvedge denim construction  
with triple stitching and 60% PEKEV® lining coverage 
for abrasion resistance with mesh wicking internal liner. 
Soft sherpa lining with satin lining in sleeves. With two 
zipped internal pockets and two zipped and two flap 
external pockets. DuPontTM HT Teflon fabric protector. 
Pockets for removable armour at elbow, shoulder, 
and spine to fit optional D30® armour. YKK zips used 
throughout. Internal belt loops.

Resurgence Gear dungarees (men/ladies) are a straight cut denim 
dungaree with Pekev® abrasion resistance fabric and a comfort wick 
lining. Features: 13oz six pocket stretch denim dungarees with 60% 
PEKEV® lined coverage to the top of the boot and a soft wicking 
comfort mesh liner. With adjustable hip and knee armour pockets 
for included CE approved D30® T5 Evo X hip and knee armour. Raw 
selvedge denim bib and shoulder straps.
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Multi-functional tubes, for men 
and women. Original Holy 
Freedom® Graphics.  
 
Holy Freedom tubes are available 
in five fabrics; Dry Keeper 
(Antibacterial treatment), Primaloft 
(Fast drying, superior softness, 
moisture management and 
lightweight), Cool Max (Wicking 
layer), Stretch and Polar (Fleece 
lined).

Trucker Cap. Original designs by 
Holy Freedom®

America

Darius

Panthera

Montgomery Biscuit

Delphins

Worker

Jats

Braves

Tiger

Bee Fast

El Diablo

Pois Multicolor

United Kingdom

Cafe Racer

Hartman

Rocker

Yellow Bullit

Ciroki

Margarita

Snob



Garibaldi’s most popular jacket. Features: Outshell in Wax Cotton 
style from Samtex®. New HEX from Powertector® 1621-1 CE 
protections on shoulders and elbows, a flexible and lightweight 
construction for outstanding comfort and freedom of movement. 
Reissa® breathable, windproof and waterproof membrane applied 
in a Z-liner construction, a separate layer placed between the

inner and outer shells of the garment. Detachable Tartan flannel 
thermal lining for a maximum comfort. No sweat inner holed 
lining. Four sealed frontal pockets and two on sides. Double 
frontal flap with double lock on zip and velcro. Inner pocket 
available in fixed and detachable lining. Inner hidden pocket.  
Neck lined in velvet. Adjustable neck and wrist. Lower strip 

An update to the ever popular Urbe, these winter gloves for the 
urban travellers and commuters are made of extremely smooth 
Nubuck leather for an utter suppleness and excellent touch. 
Compared to their predecessors, the new Urbe KP include 
an inner soft knuckle protector for an increased safety. 40g 
Thinsulate® thermal lining. Double leather reinforcement on 
palm. Patches of conductive material sewn into the thumb and 
index fingertips allow wearer to use touch screen devices just  
on the black version. Wrist strap to stop gloves slipping off.  
CE 13594: 2015 homologation. Colour: Tobacco and black

An update to the classic Veneto, these summer gloves come with 
a new knuckle protector. Made in genuine holed supple Nubuck 
with a maximum smoothness and great sense of movement. 
Compared to their predecessors, the new Veneto KP include 
an inner soft knuckle protector for an increased safety. Double 
leather reinforcement on palm. Patches of conductive material 
sewn into the thumb and index fingertips allow wearer to use 
touhscreen devices just on the black version. Flap adjustment on 
wrist. CE: 13594: 2015 homologation. Colours: tabacco and black 
Sizes: XS to XXL
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Garibaldi 
Urbe KP  
gloves

Garibaldi 
veneto KP  
gloves

Garibaldi 
Heritage 
jacket
adjustment. Dark reflective reversible belt. This garment is  
certified CE according to the 89/686/EEC Directive and the 
prEN17000-4:2017 standard. Women’s version is also available.  
Colours: Black, brown, dark green and dark blue. Sizes: S to XXXL
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casual 
denim 
riding 
shirt

Casual selvedge denim style riding shirt  with PEKEV® 
and padded thermal lining. Features: 60% PEKEV® 
coverage to front of breast with a quilted faux silk and 
padded thermal lining. Shoulder, elbow, and spine 
armour pockets to fit optional D30® armour. Two internal 
and two external breast pockets. Central front zipper 
with button popper front flap.
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Often replicated, but never duplicated. The jacket 
that started it all, the Ronin by RSD now offered in 
a fully re imagined version as part of the Roland 
Sands Signature Collection. The DNA of this iconic 
jacket remains but has been wrapped in a ton of 
new features. Including an all new premium leather 
quality, GT Racer. GT Racer is a hand washed, hand 
waxed and hand finished leather that gives it a 
pre-worn look and feel. It is soft to the touch and 
requires very little break in. The leather will age with 
the rider and develop a natural patina overtime. 
Additional features include a premium mesh 
liner that is moisture wicking and antimicrobial, 
YKK zippers throughout and premium KNOX™ 
MICROLOCK™ moulded armour for superior 
impact protection.  
 
Features: GT Racer premium top grain cowhide 
leather (1.1-mm - 1.3mm). Aggressive riding fit.  
Cool core mesh liner with moisture wicking 
properties. Zippered vents at shoulders and back. 
Rotated pre-curved sleeves. WP interior device 
pocket. 3 Front zip pockets. Sleeve zip pocket, 
side zipper waist adjuster and zip closed cuffs. 
Ships with CE-Knox™ elbows and shoulders, with 
back protector ready pocket. Colours: Black and 
Tobacco. Sizes: S - 3XL

The infamous Clash jacket by RSD in an all new, 
elevated version that brings modern function to 
this classically inspired jacket design. Part of the 
Roland Sands Signature Collection, The Clash RS 
Signature is a blast from the past. Based on the 
styling of the classic perfecto rocker Jacket the all 
new Clash keeps that timeless design language 
but boats a ton of new features. Including an all 
new premium leather quality, GT Racer. GT Racer 
is a hand washed, hand waxed and hand finished 
leather that gives it a pre-worn look and feel. It is 
soft to the touch and requires very little break in. 
The leather will age with the rider and develop a 
natural patina overtime. Additional features include 
a premium mesh liner that is moisture wicking and 
antimicrobial, YKK zippers throughout and premium 
KNOX™ MICROLOCK™ molded armor for superior 
impact protection.  
 
Features: GT Racer premium top grain cowhide 
leather (1.1mm - 1.3mm). Aggressive riding fit with 
relaxed shorty snap collar. Cool core mesh liner with 
moisture wicking properties. Angled front zipper with 
snap button at top. Quilt stitch accent at shoulders 
and elbows .Sleeve zip pocket, adjustable waist .WP 
interior device pocket .Ships with CE-Knox™ elbows 
and shoulders, with back protector ready pocket. 
Colours: Black and Oxblood. Sizes: S - 3XL
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RSD 
SIGNAture 
ROnin 
Jacket RSD 

SIGNAture 
Clash 
jacket



www.dot4distribution.com

+44 (0)20 3514 2413
info@dot4distribution.com

Unit 12, Woodlea Park, Station Approach, Medstead,  
Four Marks, Hampshire, GU34 5AZ, UK


